FREIGHT FORWARDING

WAREHOUSING
Choose Livingston when only the
best-in-class inventory management
and order fulfillment will do.

Freight Forwarding

Warehousing
When it comes to warehousing and
distribution services, do you prefer
Economy class, Business class…or
Best-in-class?
When you do business around the globe, distribution and
warehousing are a vital part of your supply chain. Why
risk going with anything less than best-in-class inventory
management and order fulfillment?
Livingston’s Third Party Logistics (3PL) distribution capabilities
give you nothing less than seamless global logistics
solutions and complete supply chain management.
Wherever you need distribution, go with Livingston and
you’re working with a global network staffed by professional,

We have the capacity, technology,
resources and expertise to fulfill
all your warehousing, distribution
and transportation needs,
including:

local managers with the background, expertise and
programs to handle all of your most highly specialized and

●● Buyers consolidation

complex needs – from order fulfillment and cross dock

●● Inventory management

services, to container de-stuffing, reverse logistics…and

●● Vendor management

much more.

●● Compliance inspections
●● Bonded warehousing

All the storage (solutions) you need

●● Inventory visibility

Your transportation strategy doesn’t end with moving your
shipment from A to B. That’s why you rely on Livingston
for the full range of storage, handling and warehousing
solutions. We offer both short- and long-term storage in
racked and stacked positions, in state-of-the-art facilities
protected 24/7 against fire and theft.

Fulfillment – we’re your number one pick
No matter what size your business, choose Livingston
for flexible warehousing and customized order fulfillment
services. As well as speed and accuracy that is second to
none, we offer:

Take your supply chain
management to the next level.
Choose Livingston for warehousing and distribution to save
time and money, and boost the
flexibility and responsiveness of
your business.

Full-service order fulfillment
Once an order is placed, it is immediately routed to
our distribution center, where it is pulled, packed, labeled
and shipped.
Pick and pack services
Whatever your order-pulling needs, you can count on our
extensive experience handling pick and pack requirements
for a number of different product lines and various ship-out
methods, large or small.

WAREHOUSING
Distribution and warehousing are a vital part of your supply chain. Benefit from Livingston’s seamless global logistics capabilities and
complete supply chain management. Our 3PL distribution capabilities offer best-in-class inventory management and order fulfillment.

Inventory
management

Crossdock
services

Compliance
inspections

Case-picking
By the master carton, by inner packaging, or by piece, we
do it all. Looking for savings? We can pack inner and piece
merchandise into master packs to cut your costs.

Consider cross docking when:
●● Purchasing or receiving a single large
shipment is inefficient.

Standard (24-hour), rush and emergency handling
From order-receipt, to picking, packing, and shipping,
Livingston’s got you covered with rapid turnaround
for products that must be broken down, sorted, and

●● You need to avoid excess inventory.
●● Material, date and/or quantity changes are
required immediately.

reassembled for furtherance to multiple locations.
●● Reliable on-time delivery is mandatory.

Cross dock services – Right load, right size,
right place…right away!
Cross docking – moving material directly from the receiving
dock to the shipping dock – offers substantial cost savings,
keeps a lid on inventories, and helps keep customers happy.
It can also shorten the order cycle, making your distribution
network more flexible and responsive. At Livingston, we
find it’s ideal for shipments that need to be divided up and
segregated before being sent to multiple destinations.

Container stuffing and destuffing
Trust Livingston for your container packing and unpacking
needs, including:
●● Offloading both palletized and floor-loaded units
●● Sealing/unsealing containers and recording the seal
numbers as required

Or, when multiple small loads are to be received and

●● Furnishing a load plan of cargo packed

consolidated into a single combined shipment.

●● Unpacking and separating cargo

Cross docking provides:
●● Inventory optimization
●● Change order flexibility
●● Reliable on-time delivery

●● Checking the shipments unpacked for count and
package condition
●● Providing a verified outturn report after completion of
destuffing

Reverse logistics – Livingston saves
the day

Inventory Management

Recalls, commercial returns, wrong deliveries, warranties,

in providing you with accessible and reliable inventory

repairs and refurbishment, and end-of-life returns…all or any

information. Our online warehouse management system lets

of these can hurt your profit margins, environmental image,
and reputation for corporate social responsibility.

Livingston has your back with reverse logistics
management services that include:

Our commitment to accurate reporting plays a key role

you view current inventory levels and shipping and receiving
records. And our sporadic cycle counts and stock checks
mean you can be certain the physical inventory levels in our
facilities match those in your reports.

●● Handling of recalls for seasonal or defective products.
●● Reworking or refurbishing products at our location for
secondary sales opportunities or providing alternative
disposal solutions.

Labeling, kitting and assembly
When your products need to be labeled or assembled
before shipping, call on Livingston for a cost-effective
solution. We offer the full range of packaging and labeling

Depending on your needs and the nature of the material,
we can return your goods to inventory, arrange for them
to be donated, or work with you to establish additional
subcategories for disposal by waste stream.

More reasons to go with Livingston:
Seasonal Distribution
If you only do business at certain times of the year, with
very little inventory the rest of the time, consider Seasonal
Distribution. Why pay to lease a facility year-round, when
Livingston offers warehousing solutions that lower costs and
ensure your products get the attention they deserve when it
matters?

services, including:
●● Differentiated packaging for domestic or international
markets
●● Repackaging
●● Over-wrapping
●● Shrink wrapping
●● Labeling
●● Price stickering
●● Point-of-sale displays
●● Pre-packaged kit assembly

Take advantage of Livingston’s
warehousing solutions, and take
your supply chain management to
the next level:
●● Reduce inventory, transportation, and other
costs.
●● Improve customer service.

Contact Livingston today!

●● Integrate your entire supply chain.

Have questions?

●● Increase efficiency, stability and flexibility.

Contact your account executive.

●● Avoid extensive capital expenditures.
●● Reduce risk, uncertainty and fluctuation.

www.livingstonintl.com

Write to us at: simplify@livingstonintl.com
or give us a call at 1-800-837-1063

